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department/ministry 部门 

 Jane was walking round the department store百货商店. She remembered how difficult ___1-

it___ was to choose a suitable/appropriate合适的 Christmas present for her father.  She wished that 

he was as easy ___2-to please___（please）as her mother, who was always delighted with perfume香

水. 

wear/spray perfume  喷香水 

be adj.+to do 

  

 Besides, shopping at this time of the year was not ___3-a___ pleasant experience: people 

stepped on your feet or ___4-pushed___（push）you with their elbows（肘部）, hurrying ahead to get 

to a bargain讲价；便宜货. 

 Jane paused in front of a counter ___5-连词定从作状where___ some attractive ties were on 

display. “They are real silk,” the assistant tried to attract her. “Worth double the price.”物超所值 

But Jane knew from past experience that her ___6-choice___（choose）of ties hardly ever pleased her 

father.  

 Jane stopped where a small crowd of men had gathered. She found some good quality pipes 

___7-on___ sale. She did not hesitate犹豫-》hesitant adj. for long: although her father smoked a pipe 

only once in a while, she knew that this was a present which was bound to please ___8-him___ . 

 When Jane got home, with her small but well-chosen present in her bag, her parents were 

already ___9-at___ table having supper. Her mother was excited. “Your father has at last decided to 

stop smoking,” Jane ___10-谓语动词was informed___（inform）. 

F0801 

 Chinese proverbs谚语，格言 are rich and they are still widely used in Chinese people’s daily   

For example, the proverb, “plucking拔 up a crop ___2-to help___（help）it grow”, is based on the 

following story. 

 It is said that a short/bad-tempered man in the Song Dynasty（960-1279）was very 

anxious to help ___3-his___ rice crop grow up quickly. He was thinking about ___4-it___ day and night. 

But the crop was growing much slower than he expected. 期待；预计 

should->be expected to/be supposed to 

 One day, he came up with an idea ___5-连词：同位从that___ he would pluck up all of his crop a 

few inches. He did so the next day. 
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 He was very tired ___6-of___ doing this for a whole day, ___7-but/yet___ he felt very happy 

since the crop did “grow” ___8-higher___（high）. 

 His son heard about this and went to see the crop. Unfortunately the leaves of the crop began 

to wither.枯萎，凋谢 This proverb is saying we have to let things go in their ___9-natural___（nature）

course. Being too anxious to help an event develop often ___10-results ___（result）in the contrary 

to our intention. 

F1602 

 If you feel stressed by responsibilities at work, you should take a step back and identify (识

别) those of 1-greater (great) and less importance. Then, handle/solve the most important 

tasks first so you’ll feel a real sense of 2-achievement (achieve). Leaving the less 

important things until tomorrow 3 -is (be) often acceptable.  

a sense of belonging 归属感  

 Most of us are more focused 4-on our tasks in the morning than we are later in the 

day. So, get an early start and try to be as productive 5 -as possible before lunch. This will 

give you the confidence you need to get you through the afternoon and go home feeling 

accomplished.  

 Recent 6-studies (study) show that we are far more productive at work if we take 

short breaks 7-regularly有规律地，定期地 (regular).  

 Give your body and brain a rest by stepping outside for 8-a while, exercising, or doing 

something you enjoy.  

 If you find something you love doing outside of the office, you’ll be less likely 9 to bring

(bring) your work home.  

It could be anything—gardening, cooking, music, sports—but whatever it is, 10 -make

(make) sure it’s a relief from daily stress rather than another thing to worry about.  

belief 信仰 

relief 释放，缓解，宽慰 

relieve/reduce one’s burden/pressure/stress 缓解压力 

F1501 

     阳朔Yangshuo, China 

 It was raining lightly when I ___1-arrived___（arrive）in Yangshuo just before dawn黎明. But I 

didn’t care. A few hours ___2-earlier/before___, I’d been at home in Hong Kong, with ___3-its___（it）

choking令人窒息的 smog. Here, the air was clean and fresh, even with the rain. 

 I’d skipped nearby Guilin, a dream place for tourists seeking the limestone石灰岩 mountain 

tops and dark waters of the Li River ___4-which/that___ are pictured by artists in so many Chinese 

___5-paintings___（painting）.  
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 Instead, I‘d headed straight for Yangshuo. For those who fly to Guilin, it’s only an hour 

away ___6-by___ car and offers all the scenery景色 of the better-known city. Yangshuo ___7-is___（be）

really beautiful. A study of travelers （___8-非谓语conducted___（conduct）by the website 

TripAdvisor ）names名词动词化-命名 Yangshuo as one of the top 10 destinations目的地 in the world.  

 And the town is fast becoming a popular weekend destination for people in Asia. Abercrombie 

& Kent, a travel company in Hong Kong, says it ___9-regularly___（regular）arranges quick getaways 

here for people ___10-living___（live）in Shanghai and Hong Kong. 
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 The adobe黏土 dwellings（土坯房）___1非谓语-被动完成built___（build）by the Pueblo Indians 

of the American Southwest are admired by even ___2-the___ most modern of architects建筑师 and 

engineers.  

 In addition to their simple beauty, what makes the adobe dwellings admirable is their ___3-

ability___（able）to “air condition” a house without ___4-using___（use）electric equipment设备.  

Walls made of adobe take in the heat from the sun on hot days and give out that heat ___5-slowly___

（slow）during cool nights, thus warming the house. When a new day breaks, the walls have given 

up their heat and are now cold enough ___6-to do___（cool）the house during the hot day; ___7-at___ 

the same time, they warm up again for the night. This cycle ___8-goes___（go）day after day: The 

walls warm up during the day and cool off during the night and are thus always a timely offset（抵消）

for the outside temperatures.  

 As ___9-natural ___（nature）architects, the Pueblo Indians figured out弄清楚，指出 exactly 

___10-how ___thick厚 the adobe walls needed to be to make the cycle work on most days. 
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 In much of Asia, especially the so-called “rice bowl” cultures of China, Japan, Korea, 1 -and

Vietnam, food is usually eaten with chopsticks.  

 Chopsticks are usually two long, thin pieces of wood or bamboo. They can also be made of 

plastic, animal bone or metal. Sometimes chopsticks are quite artistic. Truly elegant chopsticks might 

2-be made (make)of gold and silver with Chinese characters. Skilled workers also combine 

various hardwoods and metal 3 -to create (create)special designs.  

The Chinese have used chopsticks for five thousand years. People probably cooked their food in 

large pots, 4-using (use)twigs(树 枝)to remove it. Over time, 5 -as/when the population 

grew, people began cutting food into small pieces so it would cook more quickly.  

 Food in small pieces could be eaten easily with twigs which 6 gradually (gradual)turned into 

chopsticks.  

 Some people think that the great Chinese scholar Confucius, 7-who lived from 

roughly /approximately大约 551 to 479 B.C., influenced the 8 development (develop)of 
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chopsticks. Confucius believed knives would remind people of killings and 9-were (be)too 

violent暴力的 for use at the table. 

 Chopsticks are not used everywhere in Asia. In India, for example, most people traditionally 

eat 10-with their hands.  
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